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Fair isn’t everyone getting 
the same thing.

Fair is everyone getting 
what they need to succeed.

Rick Riordan



CONSORTIUM FOR INCLUSIVE EDUCATION 

Consortium for Inclusive Education is our systems based approach 
designed to enable all institutions to address the needs of children with 
special needs. We are registered under Societies Registration Act 1860. 
The Consortium has a broad mission of supporting regular schools in 
integrating children with special needs and ensuring that they continue to 
receive high quality education post-integration. The Consortium is meant 
to be an interactive platform for a group of experts from civil society 
organisations, academia, corporates, and government representatives. 
Department of Social justice and Empowerment and Department of 
People with Disabilities, Gujarat are also active stakeholders in this 
initiative.

Inclusive education is the first step towards achieving social and economic 
rehabilitation of people with disabilities and thereby completely integrating 
them into the society. The PWD Act requires the Central, State, and Union 
Territory Governments to ensure that all children with disabilities have 
access to a “free and appropriate” education until the age of 18 years.
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Definitions

Inclusive Education 
The persons with disabilities act of 2016 defines inclusive education as, “a system of education 
wherein students with and without disability learn together and the system of teaching and 
learning is suitably adapted to meet the learning needs of different types of students with 
disabilities”.

Reasonable Accomodation 
Any modification or adjustment made in an environment like a classroom to enable an 
individual with a disability to practice their right to equal and equitable education without 
posing an undue burden on the teacher or school.

Universal Design 
According to rights with persons with disabilities act 2016, “universal design means the 
design of products, environments, programmes and services to be usable by all people to the 
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialised design and shall apply 
to assistive devices including advanced technologies for a group of persons with disabilities”.

Curriculum Adaptation  
A process of modifying and adapting the curriculum to make it accessible for children with 
disabilities.

Note from Author  
There is no one blanket accommodation or curriculum adaptation that will apply to all the 
individuals under one disability. Therefore, it is best to view the recommended accommodations 
and curriculum adaptations as a pool of options.

The list of accommodations and adaptations in the booklet is not exclusive. Depending on the 
areas of issues, schools should think about other accommodations or adjustments necessary 
to give the student with a disability an equal and equitable opportunity to education.
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VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
Visual impairment (VI) is a condition in which an individual loses partial or complete vision, even 
with the use of corrective devices. VI can range from low vision to no vision and including conditions 
like colour blindness.

CLASSROOM ACCOMMODATIONS

 ܻ Provide classwork, homework and tests in accessible formats like digital, braille or orally
 ܻ Extra time (up to double time) to complete test and classwork
 ܻ Allow use of noise-cancelling headphones or provide reduced distraction environment for 

exams
 ܻ Use of a computer to submit assignments and exams
 ܻ Use of enlarged text (for low vision) for printed material
 ܻ Preferential seating

CURRICULUM ADAPTATION

In the case of students with visual impairment, curriculum modification or adaptation might not 
be necessary. However, there is a need to focus on physical and material accessibility. Below are 
some of the recommendations for the same:

 ܻ Use verbal instructions in class work

 ܻ Avoid the use of demonstrative pronouns like “this” or “that”, or colours to describe/teach 
a concept. For example: instead of pointing finger to say here is the human heart, describe 
exactly where is the heart is located

 ܻ Use tactile display or provide alternate text to any images, diagrams or class aids while teaching

 ܻ Put extra efforts to teach a student with VI computer using screen reader software NVDA or 
JAWs on the school computer. Learning computers to complete exams, and homework will 
allow the student to be independent and prepare them for employment opportunities.

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY & RESOURCES

 ܻ Explore different types of assistive technology available for people with VI. Some examples are: 
Screen readers like NVDA, screen magnifier, talking calculators, tactile displays like Picture in a 
Flash Tactile Graphic Maker https://store.humanware.com/hus/piaf-picture-in-a-flash-tactile-
graphic-maker.html

 ܻ Bookshare: Virtual Library (Free for VI & Learning Disability): https://www.bookshare.org/cms/

 ܻ Teaching apps

Inclusive,  good-qual i t y  educat ion is  a  foundat ion for  dynamic and equitable  societ ies .

desmond tutuhuman r ights act iv ist
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LEARNING DISABILITIES
Learning disability is a neurological processing disability that impacts reading, writing and/or 
mathematics skills. Meaning, depending on the learning disability, the information transmitted via 
auditory, visual or tactile means is impacted in the transmission phase and therefore, impacts 
processing time.

Types of learning disabilities: Audio processing, dyscalculia, dysgraphia, dyslexia, language 
processing, and visual-perceptual motor deficit.

CLASSROOM ACCOMMODATIONS

 ܻ Extra time for an exam (up to double time)

 ܻ Use of noise-cancelling headphones or reduce distraction environment to give exam

 ܻ Allow to audio record the lecture

 ܻ A notetaker in the classroom who can share their notes with the student

 ܻ Extra time to complete in-class and homework

 ܻ Allow the student to use eBooks, read out load software

 ܻ Allotted time with the teacher for assignment/project or concept clarification

CURRICULUM ADAPTATION

 ܻ Break larger information into smaller parts like concepts, large assignments

 ܻ Teach one concept at a time

 ܻ Provide structure in the classroom

 ܻ Verbal and written instructions

 ܻ Use different teaching styles to cater to different types of learners

 ܻ Provide an alternative to written exams depending on the learning disability and the identified 
limitations

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY & RESOURCES

 ܻ Types of learning disabilities: https://ldaamerica.org/types-of-learning-disabilities/

 ܻ Microsoft Note (free): Virtual notebook that can be digitally shared with anyone and allows 
to re-organise the information. Link: https://support.office.com/en-us/article/video-what-is-
onenote-be6cc6cc-3ca7-4f46-8876-5000f013c563

 ܻ Text to speech software

 ܻ Natural Reader (Free): https://www.naturalreaders.com/index.html

 ܻ Kurzweil 300 (Paid): https://www.kurzweiledu.com/default.html
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ATTENTION DEFICIT &
HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER
Attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a neurological impairment marked by 
persistent inattention, hyperactivity and sometimes impulsivity. Typically, the diagnosis is either 
attention deficit (ADD) or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

CLASSROOM ACCOMMODATIONS

 ܻ Extra time for exam and/or assignments

 ܻ Use of noise-cancelling headphones or a reduce distraction environment to give exam

 ܻ Allow to audio record the lecture

 ܻ A notetaker in the classroom who can share their notes with the student

 ܻ Extra time to complete in-class and homework

 ܻ Preferential seating

CURRICULUM ADAPTATION

 ܻ Provide a space where the student can stand and/or walk for a few mins

 ܻ Allow students to use fidgets in the classroom that do not make noise or distract other students

 ܻ Use interactive activities to teach

 ܻ Work with students to make a to-do list. 

 ܻ Provide written instructions for assignments or exams

 ܻ Use interactive activities to teach difficult concepts

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY & RESOURCES

 ܻ Microsoft OneNote (free): Virtual notebook that can be re-organised and shared with the 
teacher

 ܻ Text to speech software:

 - Natural Reader: https://www.naturalreaders.com/index.html
 - Kurzweil 300: https://www.kurzweiledu.com/default.html

 ܻ Livescribe Smart Pen (paid): https://www.livescribe.com/site/. It has a built-in mic that records 
the lecture as the student takes notes in a special notebook. Students can later transfer the 
written notes on to a computer using Livescribe desktop version.
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AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
The autism spectrum disorder is a complex neurobehavioral condition that is characterised by poor 
social skills and impairment in language development combined with rigid, repetitive behaviours.

Children who are on the spectrum get anxious in social situations, have poor eye contact, and 
struggle with non-verbal cues. They are very sensitive to touch, sounds, and tastes.

CLASSROOM ACCOMMODATIONS

 ܻ Extra time for exam and/or assignments

 ܻ Use of noise-cancelling headphones or a quiet place to give exam

 ܻ Audio record the lecture

 ܻ Notetaker

 ܻ Lecture outline

 ܻ Preferential seating

 ܻ Written instructions for classwork, homework and exams

CURRICULUM ADAPTATION

 ܻ Use larger fonts for printed material

 ܻ Organised teaching-learning material

 ܻ Highlight instructions

 ܻ Reduce number of questions or material per page

 ܻ Provide structure: in classroom material, exams, assignments

 ܻ Give written directions for exams and assignments

 ܻ Use multiple types of media to teach the class

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY & RESOURCES

 ܻ Autism Speaks Organization: www.autismspeaks.org

 ܻ Microsoft 365 OneNote: Virtual notebook with an inbuilt read out loud software that highlights 
the words as it reads

 ܻ Microsoft 365 Picture Dictionary or another type of picture dictionary

DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING 
DISABILITIES
Deaf and hard of hearing disability range from mild to profound hearing loss. Depending on where 
the individual is on the spectrum, different methods of communication are used.

Example, if an individual has mild hearing loss, you can speak a little bit loudly to communicate or 
use a personal amplifier to communicate. However, if the individual is profoundly deaf, they might 
rely on lip-reading, written communication or sign language.

CLASSROOM ACCOMMODATIONS

 ܻ Notetaker

 ܻ Lesson plan before the class

 ܻ Sign language interpreter (in some cases)

 ܻ Provide a transcript of any audio media used in the classroom while teaching

 ܻ Preferential seating

 ܻ Closed-captioned video

CURRICULUM ADAPTATION

In the case of students with hearing impairment, curriculum adaptation might not be necessary. 
However, below are some recommendations to consider:

 ܻ Learn about the extent of the disability and hearing aid (if used) from a caretaker/parent

 ܻ Ask the best way to communicate with the student

 ܻ Most of the time, an individual who is hard of hearing or a deaf rely on lip-reading. Therefore, 
you should always face the classroom when speaking.

 ܻ Students with hearing impairment most of the times, struggle with the language used to read 
and write. Therefore, special attention should be given to language development.

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY & RESOURCES

 ܻ National Association of the Deaf: http://nadindia.org/

 ܻ Assistive Technology: Examples: Personal Amplifiers, FM system, etc.  https://www.
healthyhearing.com/report/52538-Top-five-assistive-listening-devices
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LOCOMOTIVE DISABILITIES
Locomotor disability is any difficulty in movement and coordination due to impairment related to 
bones, joints and muscles.

CLASSROOM ACCOMMODATIONS & ADAPTATIONS

Accommodations and adaptations for locomotive disabilities vary depending on the impact area of 
the body. Following are some general accommodation guidelines to be considered:

Students on Wheelchair or using crutches
 ܻ Physical accessibility to the building, classroom, washrooms, classroom tables, play area, 

dining area, etc.

Students with Hand Limitations
 ܻ Scribe for exams or explore alternate methods to give exams like oral exams (will need extra 

time) or using computer

 ܻ Audio record lectures

 ܻ Note Taker

 ܻ Explore alternate methods to complete homework and classwork

Students with Back Problems
 ܻ Ergonomic chair and table (explore if the student will benefit from a standing desk)

 ܻ Extra time to complete the test if the student is in constant pain

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

 ܻ Speech to text software (dictation software): Example dictation tool in Microsoft 365, Dragon 
Naturally Speaking Speech Recognition software, Apple’s in-built dictation software etc.

 ܻ Ergonomic tables with height adjustable feature, ergonomic chair

 ܻ Ergonomic mouse and keyboard



Accomodations Checklist
A sampling of common accommodations that take into consideration recommendations 
for different disability types.

Sample individual education plans for students with disabilities can be found on Edugain 
website. Here is the direct link to the templates page on edugain website:  
http://www.edugains.ca/newsite/SpecialEducation/transitions.html

PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT OF CLASSROOM

 ∆ Seat student near the teacher
 ∆ Seat student near a positive role model
 ∆ Stand near the student when giving directions or presenting lessons
 ∆ Avoid distracting stimuli (air conditioner, high traffic areas, etc.)
 ∆ Increase distance between desks

LESSON PRESENTATION

 ∆ Pair students to check work
 ∆ Write key points on the board
 ∆ Provide peer tutoring or reciprocal teaching
 ∆ Provide visual aids, large print, and videos
 ∆ Provide a peer note taker
 ∆ Make sure directions are understood
 ∆ Include a variety of activities during each lesson
 ∆ Repeat directions to the student after they have been given to the whole class
 ∆ Provide written outline
 ∆ Allow student to record lessons
 ∆ Have child review key points orally
 ∆ Teach through multisensory modes
 ∆ Use computer-assisted instruction
 ∆ Accompany oral directions with written directions for child to refer to
 ∆ Provide a model to help students; post model and refer to it often
 ∆ Break longer presentations into shorter segments

ASSIGNMENTS AND WORKSHEETS

 ∆ Give extra time to complete tasks
 ∆ Simplify complex directions
 ∆ Hand worksheets out one at a time
 ∆ Reduce the reading level of the assignments
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 ∆ Require fewer correct responses to achieve grade (quality v. quantity)
 ∆ Allow student to record assignment or homework
 ∆ Provide a structured routine in written form
 ∆ Provide study skills training and learning strategies
 ∆ Shorten assignments; break work into smaller segments
 ∆ Allow student to type assignments or dictated assignments
 ∆ Use self-monitoring devices
 ∆ Reduce homework assignments
 ∆ Do not grade handwriting
 ∆ Do not require lengthy outside reading assignments
 ∆ Monitor students’ self-paced assignments (daily, weekly, bi-weekly)
 ∆ Recognize and give credit for student’s oral participation in class

TEST TAKING

 ∆ Allow open book tests
 ∆ Give tests orally
 ∆ Use more objective items (fewer essay responses)
 ∆ Allow student to record test answers
 ∆ Give frequent short quizzes and avoid long exams
 ∆ Allow extra time for tests
 ∆ Read test item to student
 ∆ Avoid placing student under pressure of time or competition

ORGANIZATION

 ∆ Provide peer assistance with organizational skills
 ∆ Assign volunteer homework buddy
 ∆ Send daily or weekly progress reports home
 ∆ Develop a reward system for in-school work and homework completion
 ∆ Provide student with a homework assignment notebook

Tips by the Experts
 ܻ When you have a student with a disability,  ask what type of challenges they have 

when reading and writing and what has helped in the past.  
 ܻ Do not be afraid to ask questions about the disability. Having more details will help you 

provide better solutions for your students.
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Inclusive  educat ion is  a  dynamic,  ever-evolv ing 
approach that  requires  ongoing ref lect ion and 

cont inuous enhancement .

f rom Leadership Strategies for Successful  Schoolwide 
Inclus ion,  by Dennis D. Monk & Thomas L .  Dempsey
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